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I am reaching a personal watershed next month as I will be moving from Winnipeg to Vancouver, leaving behind
18 rewarding years as an academic family physician with the University of Manitoba. One of the highlights of this
tenure have been my global health activities within my Department of Family Medicine. For nearly thirteen years
I have played a leadership role in our Departments exchange program with Shantou University in Southern
China, and in the past year I was fortunate to be able to engage in teaching activities with new collaborators in
Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Compared to other family medicine peers involved in international work, I have been fortunate. All three
successive Department Heads have supported my activities, and a portion of my paid academic time has been
allocated to my work overseas. That said, I have also been frequently challenged by Department members
regarding the value of my work to our Department, compared to other more "core" activities. It's also been an
uphill battle to remind faculty, staff and patients that my time working in China and Brazil has not been a
"holiday" (something which many global health peers can relate to).

Has it been worth it?  On a personal level, unequivocally yes. The work has been incredibly rewarding and eye-
opening, and my global colleagues and past students (many now friends) remind me of the impact my work
overseas has made on their professional and personal development, and in kind their university and community.
Without doubt this work has made me a better teacher, physician and person.

But what about my Department and community? It becomes harder to argue concretely, but I think that my work
has accomplished more than simply checking the social accountability "box" of doing the "right thing".   I believe
that through our work within the Shantou exchange, my U of M colleagues and I (and participating exchange
learners) have gained teaching and administrative skills that we've been able to apply back home.  We've
helped develop innovative curriculum models and seen models of care that in kind we've shared with our own
leadership.  We've borne witness to the broader workings of the world and other cultures and shared it with
colleagues and our patients.  And while not exactly an altruistic impetus, we've managed to increase the profile
of our Department within our University and at an national and international level.

I believe that there is room at the Department "table" to not just allow, but to nurture, robust international work
amidst other more local demands.  In a sense, I consider it a part of the social accountability "tithe" - it needn't
be big, but it should be considered essential.

One of my other pleasures has been working with the CFPC's Besrour Centre, which has done excellent work in
advocating for the role of family medicine/primary care as "best practice" for health care outcomes in lower and
middle-income countries.  Through the Centre, I am very pleased to know that our national body endorses the
Canadian family physician's role in social accountability on the global stage.  But could it do more? I would like
to raise two "dangerous ideas":

First, should the CFPC advocate for making LMIC partnerships (teaching, clinical or scholarly work) a required
component of all Canadian Departments of Family Medicine?  Specifically, should they define the
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percentage/number of faculty hours and financial resources earmarked for these activities?  Bearing in mind that
DFMs have many other priorities, this amount doesn't have to be large. Merely delineating an amount would
endorse the import of these activities.

Second, is there a need for a validated instrument that could evaluate a Department's international activities in
terms of their local, institutional and global impact?  Example of evaluation domains could include:

What are the concrete deliverables to the partner institution and the communities it serves?●

How does the Canadian DFM specifically and uniquely meet the needs of the partner institution?  (i.e.

could anyone else do it as well?)

●

How does the activity develop the skills and knowledge of participating Canadian faculty, and how can

these enrich other Department faculty who remain at home?

●

Is there potential for reciprocal learning for faculty and learners?●

How could the knowledge gained from this activity be applied in Canadian community contexts?●

Will this activity lead to development of broader partnerships?●

How will outcomes from this activity be disseminated to the broader FM community, both locally and

globally?

●

Does the Department allow faculty dedicated (and remunerated) time for project administration and

travel?

●

Does the activity demonstrate good stewardship of resources, and "bang for the buck"?●

How does this activity potentiate the development of further projects? ●

I invite blog readers to comment on the above and provide their input.  In the interim, I remain dedicated to
remain socially accountable both locally and globally as I move into this new chapter of my life. 
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